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We completely abandon (for mre simphcity) rendering t=hniques, such as hidden &e remoti or fighting orradiosity, that enhmce three dirnensioti r~sm and concentrate on the rd-time display of images that hi@ight struc--(topological) fmtures of the nD dataset @oles, tunnels, cavities, depressions, extrem% etc).
Hyper-volume viseon on the one hmd is a genedi=tion of direct p~el projection methods in volume rendering. To achieve efficiency (and rd-time pefiormance on a graphics workstation) we combine the advantages of (i) a hierarchical representations of tie h~er-volume data for mtitiresolution display and (i) gened~object space splatting combined wifi texture-mapped graphics hardware acceleration.
The development of a system that implements display techniques formtitidimensio~datasets requires careti design of both algorithms and user interfaces that sde bmly with the mension n of the input geometic~ace. This is a major cMlenge since stightiorward gen-tions of standard techniqu= that are suitable for display of 3D data yield exceedingly intricate inteties.
For example, a view mtiptiation graphid user intefice is udly basal on a rotation of the objmt about Cartesian rotation axes, witbpossibly unit quaternions internal representations for the rotation group. Utiortunately the number of independent rotation axes grows quadmtidy with dimension(tbree in 3D to SLY ti 4D to ten in 5D to~een in 6D space). Going back to the basics of ptilel projections, we develop an alternativescheme that is very simple to implement and inunediately gives a view maniptiation gmphid user in*e that sales~i=ly with the dimension. tie cans~utifie matrix crquaternion orhigherdimensionrd rotational soup r% O-SlS&91S0-Si9S/SIO.00 Cop@@t 199S EEE resentations, internally for crdculations.
The main results of our paper are thus both a multiresolution direct rendering algorithm and scalable graphical user interface that provides insightful globrd views of scalar fields in any dimension, while maintaining the findamentrd characteristics of ease of use, and quick exploratory user interaction.
htroduction
We introduce a new technique for tiormative visudiation of scalar fields embedded in n-dimensiond spaces. Examples of solar fields defied over more than three variabla, are gated W volume scans of heart motion, time varying data from computational fluids dynamics, molecular vanDerWA energies as a fiction of molecular configurations @end angles).
ti main contributions are 1.
2.
the design and implementation of a new graphical user interface for interacting with parrdlel projections of ndimensiond scalar fields; the design and implementation of a hitier dimension gene~imtion of the tradition splatth~algorithm for 3D volume rendering of scalar fields;
This paper extends the research on visudimtion techniques which provide "globdviews" ofscdar fields independent of the dimension oftheirembedding space. h this paper we direcfly render n-dimensiond views of the global scalar field.
A number of approaches have been attempted to visu~he higher dimension objects [16, 14, 1] . me~and tour technique [2] is based on the idea ofprojecting the n-dimensiond datasets onto a 2-dimensiond subspace that is moved along random or selective paths. By visually perceiving coherence in the contiguous 2D images the user can get an idea of the actual structure of the nD object.
Bdl Hibbard et d. [13] developd Vis5D for visuditig solar fields defied over 4D grids. They assume that the last dimension is the time evolution of the datase< so that they simply animate the display of the isosti~, volume rendering or planar sfices. Hence their approach is fidamen~y to animate traditioti scientic vis-ons.
For their purpose they achieve good rdts but the technique -ot be genedtied forhi~er dimension datasets.
Hanson andHeng [9] introduda technique to present 3D scalar field by mof4D elevtion models in the same way 2D solar fields can be show as 3D terrains. Rotating tie 4D pseudocolord elevation model the user can S= its structure enhancd by the Uuminationscheme developed in [11] . me approach has been later gene-
[10] to be suitable for display ofmore gened 4D geometric objects and made more efficient to provide the speed necessary for gooduserinteraction.
burandH riousinteraction approaches are appfid for~erent user objectives. We this approach provides intuitiveuser interactio~for higher dimensions it b=omes an increasingly tifidt problem to fie the mdtiple shces and estabfish an understantig ofmore complex patterns in the & On important aspect in developing a vis&tion tool for n dirnensioti data is the desi~of an int~ce simple sough to m~e tie user interaction reasonably simple and intuitive. Dub and Barret [q addressed this problem by presenting a sirnplfied 2D user interface to specifi an ndimensiod o~onorm~rotation matrix. me approach introduced in the present paper can be considered a good complement to the previous approaches Ested above. A mrnrnonaspect of~such approaches is that it can provide a rdistic md detied representation of 'loc~(in time or spats) fea~e of the solar field After looking at many sequences of pictures the trained user attempts to fom in his own mind a "global picture" of the tie~me ap preach proposal here tries to avoid relying (as much as possible) on the geometric abstraction capab%ties ofusrs, providiugthem direcflywith globrdprojections ofhigherdimension~spaces with rd time interaction in a r~onably similarway to how they wotid explore their own physid world mere are Rvo main chtienges in developing such an explorato~' approach to tis-tiom q to make tie user interaction be ticientiy intuitive, simple md "k=ly" salable with the dimension q to efficiently render such a large amount of data (note that the she of the dataset grows exponenti~ywith the &ension n of the embedding space
H~ewolme mation
Projection Transfor-* bthis section we discuss how a 2D 'Mew" ofan nD object is geometricrdly dehed and how such a definition impacts the user interface for view selection. We considerp~lel projections. It is wefl known since the last century (see fundamentrd theorembyK PoMe and H. A. Schww in [7] ) that given the image of a reference coordinate axes of a parrdlel projection, the projection itself is completely detied. A short informal proof of this fact is as follows. Consider the pdlel projection as in figure 1 . h the (x, y) view plane we draw the projwtion of the reference axes (X, Y, Z) of the 3D space. me unit vectors of th~three axes are projected respectively onto thevec~on <,~, 13and the projection of the origin O is given by O+ JO.~eprojection of the point P(a, b, c) is thus given b~o (2) y=l; +x.l; +Y.l; +z .1:
where l! is the jth component of the vector 1~. h the system(2) we h the triple (X, Y, Z) to compute the corresponding 2D point (x, y). Symmetrically we fix a particularpair (x, y) and determine dl the (X, Y, Z) that satisfi the system (2). k the latter case the set ofdl the solutions is a be pdel to the vector:
Z is the direction ofprojection that defies th~~dlel~rojec-tiom Note that changing the three vectors 11,12and 13in dl possible ways, we obtaindl thepossiblepdlel projections. Moreover it is easy to show that a valid view is given by anỹ -ective linear mapping H:~s impfies that the ody constraint that the triple G,~, 13needs to satisfi is: 
=2
Simple additiond linear constraints over the triple G,L ,L guarant~the pdlel projection to be orthographic (isometric, dimetric or trimetric) or oblique (cavalier, cabinet or generic) [lm.
The general mappkg H(R" + R2)
h the previous section we have discussed the methodology for defig a p~lel projection from 3D space to the 2D
Fi.me 1: P~lelprojectiondetitionfiom3D to2D. (a) Relationshipbetwea3D and2D coordinates ofapoin~@)Parlel projection of the 3D reference system onto the 2D view plane.
view pIane. h this section we show how this tiows gener--onofpdelprojectiontransformationfiom nD space to a 2D plane. T1'erdso show how one can grow tie dimension n of tie object space without incraing the complexity of the ptiel projection defition scheme. Let {El,..., ;n } denote the canonical basis in the ndimensiond object space %". me p~el projection is a hear tmnsformation and-is therefore completely determind by the n vectors 1~= n(z), i = 1,.. ., btitbytiti -g the image under H of a point P(.YI ,... Yn)=ZIZi Yl+F2FY2+Y+Fn-.+Fn -Xflisgiven b~?
As in tie3D case, tiemappingdefies a system oftwo bear eqdltim mging tie vectors1 we obtain W the possible projection matrices. For a projmtion matrix to be 'ti& it is sufficient that it is~rank (otherwise we wodd project onto a ke or onto a point). Changing the vectors G in W tie vtid ways wreproduce W the possl%le2D views of the dataseT o~ow the dimension n of the object space means to add new 1~vectors and hence columns to the projection m. I%at in he 3D case is dlti the "direction ofprojection" is in gened tie kernel I{ of the mapping~-Since the projectionisgivenby aMrank2
x nmatrixthekernel of~isa (n -2)-dimensioA tiearspace. h 3D we have that points 97 tigned rdong tie direction of projection are projected onto the same 2D point h the nD space we have that~o points are projected onto the same 2D point if and ody if they are contained in the same (n -2)-dimensiond affme space partiel to the kernel of the projection~. ,-
Occlusioñ
enicepropertyofthe 3D case is that the kernel of the mapping~is a l-dimensioned &e space. Hence, one can defie a toti order among the 3D points projected onto the same point in 2D.~s automatically yields a sound detition of occlusion (orvisibdi&ordering) betieen points in 3D space. A point P1 occludes a point P2 if(i)~(~1) = H(P2) and (ii) and P1 is "nearer" than P2 or more formally PI has smrdler rank than P2 in the order within their common projection ray. For dimensions four or higher, a unique toti order cannot be dehed at Iat in a sound geometic sense and independent from the selected coordinate system. Artificial @artird) orders can be -dyimposedonthepoints of the (n-2)-flat that is projwted onto a single 2D point. Moreover, in 3D, given a direction ofprojectio~one can dehe two akemative occlusion orders fiat give two views of an object in a tied positio~say front view and a back view. h 4D or higher dimensions things get immediately more intricate since one needs to detie a coordinate system within the kernel of the mapping H to defie a certain occlusion order.~s involves two main difficulties:Akady in 4D, one gets an -~ofdifferent occlusion orders, each giving a different view of the object &eep-ing tie position of the object tied).~s implies additioti degrees of freedom to explore and hence longer interaction times.
tie needs to detie a reference system within the kernel, but by defition, tie entire kernel is projected into a single point. So we need either some separate view that "shows" the kernel or a numerical interface to control the occlusion order.
Apart from the complexity introduced by an occlusion order, the more tidamentrd issue is the meaning of such an occlusion and what enhancement if any, tie occlusion yields to tie imaga displayed. h the 3D case, occlusion cetiy enhances tie rdism of the images and better hig~ights silhouett= of the viewed objects. However a case can be made is tiat it dso hides impotit fmtures of the dataset. k our case, since we are looking especially at scrdar fields to provide views that displays its topologicrd structure, we have chosen not to provide an occlusion information in our rendering.
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The qaphical user titetiacẽ
From the generrd mapping defined in the previous section, we derive the a graphical user interface fern dimension ob-
ject explomtion that &ers from tie classid rotation-basal interface. wtily the basic view transformation that Mows one to change tie view of an object is rotation (see section S2.6 of 1S]), sinm translation and soling allow one to ody change the "focus" of a view, keeping the display sub stantirdly the same. from a users perspective interaction with rotions has~Fo main ticdties:
q since one rotation is detied by 2 coordinate axes (the axes that span the rotation plane) we have that in nd space the number of independent coordinate rotations me~). when one look at a simple rigid body configurationspace of a 3d object where the number n of coordinate axes is six (thr~translations plus three rotations) one needs to explore 15~erent planes of rotation q the uer is -y provided with the ab%ty to rotate a object in the coordinate plmes so that a rotation in a gentic (non-coordinate) plane needs to be obtained by combination of the elementary transformations. this ta2k gets retiy cotiing in more than three dimension since one mot rely onmvigation experience acquired h physid 3d space.
A classid rotation-based intdm grows quadraticdy with the dimension n of the embedding space getting quic~y msuitile for simple and tit interaction if n > 3. we employ an alternative approach that scales linearly with the dimension n rnakingthe int* more suitable for ahigherdirnensiond approach (in the next subsection we show how this incan be etiched wifi rotationrd interaction when needed). me main idea is that the user can mo~the image of the reference system instead ofchanging thepositionofthe object in the embedding space. As shown in the previous sectio~this approach provides ticient degrees of fidom to explore dl the possible views of the objw~in the same time the~proach reduces substantidy the number ofparameters tiat the user needs to dd witi Consider the reference system ofa five-dimensioned space as in figure 2(a) . The mer can select with the mouse any of the axes~g~ghted in red) and then rotate/stretch it in my positiom For more acmte interactio~some buttons and sliders are provid@ Wowing the user to perform the sme operation even ifthere are overlapping axes or the precision required cannot be achieved with a simple pick-andmove operatiom k this way the user can explored the possl%leview with much less redundancy. Since the user dds with one axis at a time the complexity of the inttiw is ody equrd to the dimension n of the embedding space. ti a six dimension configuration space the user jus~n~Lo@just e Iength and orientation of the six vecto~1112131415 and 16projections of the embedding space unit vectors.~s is simpler that rotnting in fifteen possl%leplmes. It dso may be more intuitive for axes that do not correspond to thephysid extent of the object (e.g. time or rotational degrees of fid om). Of course whenthe usern~to rotate the object she Iection of transfer function parameters.
can still do that directly as in the classical approach, as detied next.
Rotation
h this section we show how one cm easily integrate in our image-space approach the classic object-space rotation. Consider (without loss of genedity) a rotation in the X, Y plme by an angle 8. It maps the X, Y coordinate to X', Y' by the role:
while dl the other n -2 coordinates remain unmodified. To obtain the quivdent transformation in our image-based projwtion definitio~we substitute equation (4) into the generdtition of (2) to obti Z+---y=l~+(J~-cos8 +l~-sin O) .X+ (-l; -sin6+l;
.coso)-Y+l: -z+--" (0 Hence m'eprovide a s~der to mntr~l the rotation~-eter 9 and at each rotation step replace 11witi 1 ad 12~fi g Ivherc {~= ( l;-cose+t: -she, l~-cOse+t~.sine)T ij=(-l; -stie+/~. cOse, -ly. ske+l~-cOse)T (7) h this way, the user is provided with the same intuitive ability to rotate objects as in a classid 3D user int-.
H~er-Volme Splatig
This section fit provides a wortig example of the HyperVolume splatting approach and then detis the splatting rdgonthm that we have implemented witi the ties fo~owing properti=the use of a transfer fiction that hi@ghts the basic strncti f=tures of the solar fielt he use of a mtitiresolution hierarchicrd approach to speed up the drawing when is provided a user spec%ed bound on the tolerated erroq the me of a splatting rdgoritbm that~= advantage from texture mapping graphics hardware.
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Figure 4 5D interaction energy scalar field @ed=attraction, Blu~epulsiou Green~ee movement).
q Same view as is figure 3 but hig~ighting ody some of the energy components.
Example of H~er-VoIume Splatig(5D Molecdar bteraction Potential)
Consider a pair of molecules, a smrdl Iigand (methanol) and a large receptor @cbrdlium Elatefium Trypsin~bitorl), of which one wants to study the possibility of doctig. At this purpose one needs to understand how the interaction energy between tiem changes as they change relative position.p articular we regularly sample the configuration space of the figand translations along the z,y,z axes and rotations around the z and y axes (assuming rough symme~of the ligand with r=pect to the z axis). For each sampled position of this five dimensional space one gets a particular vrdue of the interaction energy (sum of electrostatic interaction and Va der Wards interaction components) detig a scrdar field sampled over a 5D regular grid. Figure 3 shows the direct rendering of the 5D scrdar field higtiighting in Red regions of attracting energy, in Blue region of repulsion energy and in Green region in free movement of the Iigand. The display is performed directly by projmtion form 5D space to 2D space without any slicin~isocontouring stage so that the information containd in the dataset is preserved in its globdity. The mes reported on the bottom Iefi of the picture show how one of the degr-of freedom (a rotation) is stretched more than the others to enhance better its tiuence with respwt to the ovedl scalar field structure. k this case it is clear from the two large red spots that conespondingly to high and low valuesof that degree of freedom we get more attraction values than forintermdiate values (such rotation are probably more advantageous for a dochg of the ligand with the receptor).
Progressively removing dl the color but the red as shown in figure 4 one can dso see how these two large red regions are connected by a narrow tunnel. Deeper understanding of the solar field s~cture is of course provided by intemctive navigation in the dataset structure. For example figure 5 shows a second view of the dataset of figure 3 in which the axis comesponding to the second rotational degree of freedom is dso stretchd (as in the reference system on top). From this view one can see that the two large red regions are I in turn dividti each into two. On the left picture one can no-{.
l~e fibalfium Elatm"um T~sin IfiM1torcan be found in tie file 2eti.pbdavailableform tie Rotein~ti Bankhttp: Ilpdb .Pdb .bnl. 90VI
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Figure 5: 5D interaction energy scrdar field @ed~tiow Blu~7epdsioq &een*ee movement). Same solar field as in figure 3 but from a timent view.
tice an interesting smrdl site in green where the li~d can move along theintefice with thereceptorwithoutbeing sub ject to a repdsion force. Again one can show ordy tie attraction component~mred) and see clearly that in tie centi region the energy is completely reptisive (see right image). Note that this kind ofcheck bypartid colorrernoti is necessary because some red spots might be hidden within the blue region.
fiansfer Fuction
The detition ofa "goo~transfer fiction is hifly dependenton the type ofsdarfield displayed and thef-es that one needs to hi~ghL k low dimension cases interesting techniques have been developed to support the automatic selection of transfer tictions which emphasize the important struc~es of a solar field [12, 4] . h our current implementutionlve use the tiee color components to hi@ghtregions of tie field that encompass~dues in~erent~ges. Using the incomponent in figure 2@ ) one can interactively select tie range of the scalar field values associated to each color and the relative intensity of each color component The user cticks on one color button to select the currendy modified component and then uses the sEders to determine tie associated range in tie solar field and sde titer in luminosi~. hteractivelytbe view is updated accordingly to the modified parameters. b a particdar the image genmtion is defied as fo~ows. me red color component R(p) in the pixel p of the image is given by the inteR
where the domain of integration K is the kernel of the pro jection H (in 3D is the projection ray through p), dk is the n -2 dimensioned~mentid element Lr is the luminosity of the red component and FT is tie scrdar field due normrdized ti the (rein,, maxr) range associatd to the red color componen~Stiar fomudas can be written for the blue and Seen component providing the complete coloring scheme for a given view.
Efficient Splatting
The splatting algorithm is particularly simple and efficient in the case of p~el projections since rdl the splats have the same shapti they differordy in color iutensityand eventidly in scale factor (seethe hierarchical representation in the next subsection). h this case the display algorithm has two main stages:
1. compute the shape of the standard splat or footprint 2. draw each voxel by copying the strmdard splat scaled by color intensity and size.
Note that we are not considetig the ordering the voxels to be splatted since we do not petiorm occlusion between voxels titb overlapping images.
Splat Computation
me input data we are displaying is a decomposition of the space in elementary volume regions or voxels. At the center of each voxel the scalar field is sampled and assumed constant within the voxel. k this fiework each splat is the projection of a n-dimensiomd cube (the voxel) of constant transparency value (the scalar field value) onto the 2D image space. From sptietheorywe get that theluminosi~distribu-tion of the splat is a bivariate box spline [5] . This fact allows us to compute the splat luminosity distribution exactly or to control the error ofan approximated version we might use instead. h particular we observe that the splatting algorithm appfidto a volume of constant intensity is indeed an approximation of a bivariate box spline. The level of approximation depends on what splat one uses and on the number of voxels in which the value is decomposed. This allows use to pursue a bootstrapping technique by using the splatting~gorithm to generate a good splat to be used in the actual rendering of the scrdar field. Note that this approach, again transforms the problem ofdrawing a good splat by projecting a cube (in this case n-dimensiond), into a simple reuse of the splatting dalgorithm. Of course in the initial splat drawing stage instead of an exact splat we may use a simple square. To obtain an exact drawing of the initial splat we would need a square of size qurd to one pixel (see [5] ) but in practice a ftily larger one is sufficient since in the successive use of the splat its initial footprint til be shrunk to the necessary size. Figure 6 show the splat obtained for different axes configurations in four, five and six dimension spaces.
Note dso that in the case of the hierarchical approach the splats of any level in the hierarchy have exactly the same shape. They need ody be scaled in size and color intensity.
3.4~erarchical Representation
One major problem that arises while deding with multidimensional scalar fields is that the size of the dataset grows exponentially with the dimemion of the embedding space.
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Figure & Standard splat footprint for timent axes orientations in four dimensions (a), five dimensions~) and six dimensions (c).
For example, au n-dimensiomd solar field supled on regtiar grid with k samples in each dimension one has k" samples. A re~ar grid-in the Gdimensionrd rigid body configurationspace mith ody 64 samples in each direction has rdready 236 = 6S bi~onsamples.
Todd with such large datasets we adopt a 2n-tree hierarchicrd representation where n is the dimension of the embedding space. Webddthehierarchyin abottornup coarsening scheme by merging at wh step groups of2n adjacent voxels and averaging their function Tdues, with pramputed error bounds. k the display stage we recursively visit the 2n-tree nodes in a Depth First Tmversd from the comer level and stop w'henthe user sp~ed error bound is stified (the error vrdue is set by the user with the help of the top sfiderin the inttia shown in figure 2@) ). k this my, the user is flowd to trade accuracy for speed in a my contro~d manner.
3.4.1~erarchy Storage @erhead
There are at last twopossibflitiesiu storing the 2n-tree hiamchy (i) store the complete 2"-tr& in an array, independent fromtiesample~dues @)storethe2n-tree ina2n-~dkt to avoid mtitiple storage for neighboring voxek with equrd sample hdue. h gend it is not clear which approach is more convenient It cotid be even better to have, instead of a 2n tree, a bin-trm where =ch binary division is perfomed along one of then coordinate directions [21, 1S] . Our choice to store the~2n-tree is derived from the fo~owing considerations that show how the M hierarchy storage overhead decreases as the dimension of the dataset incra~.
Consider a re@ar ad of toti sti fil embedded in the n D space. Assume for simplicity that the grid has the same number m of samples in d the n directions (we have Al = m") and m = 2h for some h. Note that the assumption made simpfi~the following fomdas without rdtering theretit that we she~derive. Since the coarsening stage from one level tothenext inthehiemrchyis basdongrouping2n adjacent ce~s we have that the number of ce~s is reducd at each level by a factor of 2". Oved the storage Al* of the complete 2n-tree is: h 2hn 11* =~u =~(2")h-1 = f (2")ĩ =~(2n)' i=O j=O
Using ageometic series formula2 wehave that the relative storage overhead is given by
The overhmd due to the hierarchical representation can be bomdti by a term that decreases exponentirdly with the dimension n so that the hierarchy storage overhead is very small with respect to the input dataset espwidly for n >3.
Hardware Acceleration
Once the standard splat is computd we store its image in the texture map memory. Each splat is then rendered as a 2D textured polygon. h this way we tie fill advantage from the hardware acceleration of modem graphics worhtations. We can render a large number of splats quic~y achieving ahnost interactive rates for ftily complex datasets. k our hierarchid implementation we rdso n~to compute different splats for different levels of resolution. To peflorm this operation weusemipmaps so that we automaticdlyobtain the best scrding in she of the splat simply by drawing a larger textured polygon onto the screen. me ability to interactively view and manipulate three dimensioned textures (avtiable on high end graphics workstations)could dso be potentially used. The gened mapping H: 3"~32 can easily be modified to a map~: R"~%3 to produce hypervolume splats, which can be then be interactively explored. The fill potential of this exploration will however be ody rdtied when tie volumetric displays become available.
Further Enhancements and Future Directions
k addition to the coupling with classicrd visualimtion techniqu~such as isocontohg and slicing, we are rdso exploring the enhancement of the hypervolume view with additiond computed structi information such as the scalar topology diagram, a one-dimensioned roadmap of the nD scalar field [3] . Due to the high-dimensiomdity of the daĩ t remains an open issue how to hig~ight tidamentd structi fmture of the scalar field without occluding a large portion of the di~layed view. This problem maybe cast into a nD embedded graph simpl%cation problem. We are dso investigating automatd colormap definition techniques driven by the god of identifying topologicrdly interesting features. 
